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Abstract. Effects of electromagnetic inductive interactions in groups of slowly growing current-carrying loops are studied.
Each loop is considered as an equivalent electric circuit with variable resistivity and inductive coefficients. These parameters
depend on the geometry of the loop, its position with respect to neighboring loops, as well as on the plasma temperature and
density in the magnetic tube. By means of such a model the process of generation of currents and temperature change in coronal
loops moving relative to each other, and their dynamic interaction were studied. There are three main results of this analysis.
First, the possibility of a relatively quick development of a significant longitudinal current in a rising and initially current-free
magnetic loop is demonstrated. Second, the processes of fast, flare-like, plasma temperature increase in inductively connected
growing loops with high enough currents,∼1010−1011 A, as well as run-away electrons acceleration in the loops by inductive
electric fields are modelled. And third, based on the analysis of a ponderomotoric interaction of current-carrying magnetic
loops, conditions for their oscillations or a fast change of the loops inclination, possibly resulting in their coalescence and
magnetic reconnection, are studied. The main characteristics of the oscillatory dynamics of a loop were calculated.
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1. Introduction

Observations of a vector magnetic field on the Sun provide suf-
ficient information to determine a vertical component of rotB
and hence to identify the vertical component of a current flow-
ing from below the photosphere into the corona (Moreton &
Severny 1968; Ding et al. 1987; Hagyard 1989; Canfield et al.
1993; Wang H. et al. 1994; Gary & Demoulin 1995; Wang
J. et al. 1996; Leka et al. 1996; Hardy et al. 1998). The ob-
served currents in active regions can reach values of up to
1011−1012 A. Usually, the distribution of the current, which is
deduced from vector magnetograms, can be presented as a set
of current-carrying loops centered on a neutral line (Hagyard
1989; Canfield et al. 1990, 1993; Melrose 1991). The data in-
dicate that the current in these loops is unneutralized, i.e. it
flows from one footpoint of the magnetic loop to the other with
no evidence for a return current flowing through the corona.
The return current should naturally appear when the current
along the loop is generated by a subphotospheric twisting mo-
tion (Spicer 1982; Jones & Galloway 1993; Melrose 1991). In
spite of the data on the vector magnetic field, which suggest
that the currents in coronal magnetic loops are unneutralized,
there appears to be no theory explaining how such unneutral-
ized currents could be set up after a magnetic loop emerges
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from below the photosphere. Melrose (1991, 1995, 1997) sup-
poses that the currents in coronal loops must already be flowing
when a flux tube emerges. It is assumed there that the dynamo
region is located deep below the photosphere, near the base
of the convection zone (see also discussion in Melrose 1996;
Parker 1996). In the present paper we consider a mechanism
which could influence the currents flowing in the coronal mag-
netic loops without acting upon the subphotospheric dynamo.
It is based on the effects of the inductive electromagnetic inter-
action of relatively moving (rising and growing) neighboring
magnetic loops. To study the inductive interaction of the loops
we employ a circuit model of a current-carrying magnetic loop
(Spicer 1982; Melrose 1995; Zaitsev & Khodachenko 1997;
Khodachenko & Zaitsev 1998).

Observations of solar flares in soft X-ray, hard X-ray, and
radio wavelengths indicate that quite often multiple loops are
involved in a flare process (Hanaoka 1996, 1997; Nishio et al.
1997; Aschwanden et al. 1999a). It follows from a combination
of microwave, soft X-ray and magnetogram data that a large
number of solar flares occurs in regions where a new magnetic
loop emerges and interacts with the existing loops. This phe-
nomenon is known as so-called “interacting flare loops”. This
term is traditionally used when due to the unequal vertical mo-
tion of magnetic loops, they come into close contact and re-
connect with each other. During the process of reconnection
the original magnetic structure evolves into a new state with
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a lower magnetic energy, whereas the rest of the magnetic en-
ergy is released by the flare (Melrose 1997; Hardy et al. 1998;
Aschwanden et al. 1999a).

Regarding this picture of a flare, we note that none of the
current-carrying flux tubes can be magnetically isolated from
its surroundings. In any realistic geometry in which the current
is confined to a current channel, it generates a magnetic field
outside the channel. This implies that current-carrying mag-
netic loops should interact with each other through their mag-
netic fields. The simplest way to take into account this interac-
tion consists in the application of the equivalent electric circuit
model of a loop which includes a time-dependent inductance,
mutual inductance, and resistance. Relative motion of induc-
tively coupled current-carrying magnetic loops causes the ap-
pearance of strong inductive electromotive forces in their cir-
cuits. These electromotive forces influence the currents in the
loops from the very beginning of their motion and well before
the loops contact each other and reconnect. They could even
appear as a current source in a loop.

Besides, each pair of current-carrying magnetic loops inter-
acts through the magnetic field of one and the current of another
by a 1

c [ j×B] force, which couples magnetic loops dynamically.
The new TRACE observations give a nice view of the coro-
nal loop dynamics: growth motions, oscillations, meandering
and twisting (Handy et al. 1999). The oscillations of the loops
are usually modelled as standing or propagating MHD wave
modes (Aschwanden et al. 1999b; De Moortel et al. 2000). At
the same time the explanation of the observed decay of the
loop oscillations within the frame of such a model requires
very high unrealistic wave energy dissipation rates (Nakariakov
et al. 1999). In this work we pay attention to the dynamic cou-
pling of current-carrying loops and interpret their oscillations
in terms of the ponderomotoric interaction of currents.

The electromagnetic inductive coupling of the solar atmo-
sphere also plays a significant role in stabilizing possible kink
instabilities of current channels in coronal magnetic loops. this
increases the ability of the whole current system of an active
region to store magnetic energy.

The equivalent electric circuit models, considered in this
paper, are strong idealizations of the real coronal magnetic
loops. Thus, first of all we say a few words about the possi-
bility of their application and limitations. The circuit model
usually involves highly simplified geometry assumptions and
is obtained by integrating an appropriate form of Ohm’s law
for a plasma over a circuit (see Spicer 1982; Melrose 1995).
The actual spatial distribution of the current in the loop is re-
placed with the currentI = cr0B0 homogeneously distributed
over the cross-section of the current channel with the radiusr0.
A simple circuit model ignores the fact that changes of the mag-
netic field propagate in plasma at the Alfv´en speedVA (Melrose
1992; Zaitsev et al. 1978). This means that the circuit equa-
tions correctly describe temporal evolution of the currents in
a solar coronal magnetic current-carrying structure only on a
timescale longer than the Alfv´en propagation time. More gen-
erally, the electric circuit model tends to emphasize the global
circuit, obscuring the effects of the ambient plasma and details
of the magnetic structures. At the same time, the main advan-
tage of this approach is that it allows us to simplify the complex

magnetic field and current systems in the solar active region
while still incorporating the appropriate physics.

In order to create more realistic models, in some cases
below we take into account the fact that due to the tem-
poral change of the lengths of the inductively coupled
current-carrying loops and associated change of inductive and
resistive parameters of their equivalent electric circuits, a tem-
poral change of the currents in the circuits takes place, which
in its turn disturbs the initial thermal equilibrium of the loops.
As a result, the temperature of the plasma in the interacting
loops starts to change. This finally affects the value of the
plasma conductivity and the equivalent resistances in the cir-
cuits. Thus, the evolution of each current-carrying loop should
be described by two equations: 1) the equation for an equiv-
alent electric circuit and 2) an appropriate form of the energy
equation (Khodachenko & Zaitsev 1998).

2. Inductive currents in coronal magnetic loops

2.1. General features of the coronal circuit,
and dynamics of current

The equation for the equivalent electric circuit, corresponding
to a coronal part of a separate (but not isolated from surround-
ings) magnetic loop can be written in the following form:

IR = U0 − 1
c2

d
dt

(LI ) − 1
c

dΨext

dt
· (1)

Here I is the total current flowing along the loop, andU0 is
the potential drop between the loop’s footpoints. The quantity
U0 can sometimes be associated with an external electromo-
tive force applied to the circuit. The parametersL andR are
inductance and resistance of the coronal part of the loop re-
spectively. The external magnetic flux through the circuit of the
loop,Ψext = B⊥Sloop, is determined by the normal component
of the external magnetic field,B⊥ with regard to the plane of
the loop, as well as by the loop geometry. HereSloop is the area
covered by the loop. The term including an external magnetic
flux can be considered as an additional electromotive force ap-
plied to the circuit. In the case of inductively coupled electric
circuits this term appears in the circuit equations as a mutual in-
ductance electromotive forceEind

i =
1
c2

d
dt (Mi j I j), i , j. HereI j

is an electric current in the neighboringj-th circuit, which in-
teracts with a current in a givenith circuit. Mi j = Mji are
the mutual inductance coefficients.

An important feature of the equivalent electric circuit, for a
coronal magnetic loop, consists of the large value of inductance
of the loop. Approximating the magnetic loop by a thin torus
with the main radiusRloop and a small radiusr0, so thatRloop�
r0 (Alfv én & Carlqvist 1967; Melrose 1997) we can calculate
its inductance as (Landau & Lifshitz 1960a, p. 139)

L = 4πRloop

(
ln

8Rloop

r0
− 7

4

)
· (2)

For Rloop = 5 × 109 cm and r0 = 108 cm Eq. (2) gives
L = 2.66× 1011 cm ≈ 100 H. An electric circuit with a large
inductance has a very big characteristic timeτ = L

Rc2 , which
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represents the time scale of the current variation in the cir-
cuit after the switch on/off of an external electromotive force
or resistance. Estimating the resistance of a coronal loop as
R =

2Rloop

r2
0σ(T)

, whereσ(T) = 9 × 106T3/2 is plasma conductiv-

ity, one obtains for magnetic loops, containing a plasma with
the temperature 106 K, a characteristic timeτ that is of the or-
der of 1.6 × 104 years. Thus, no variation of the current can
be expected on the time scales like the duration of a flare, or
the life time of an active region. At a first glance, this fact
puts unresolvable barriers in the way of dynamic circuit models
of solar magnetic loops and associated flares. However, taking
into account the process of a magnetic loop rising, i.e., growing
in height and length, which is directly connected (see Eq. (2))
with the change of inductance of the loop, leads to the appear-
ance of one more characteristic time scaleτL = L

dL/dt . It is this
time scale which finally determines the duration of the current
change in the circuit.

To demonstrate this let us consider the dynamics of a
current in a circuit described by the following equation

IR0 = U0 − 1
c2

d
dt

(LI ). (3)

Let us assume for definiteness that the inductance of the circuit
changes linearly, i.e.,L(t) = L0 + a · t, whereas the resistance,
R0, andU0 remain constant. As the initial condition we take
I (t = 0) = I0 =

U0
R0

. In this case Eq. (3) has the solution

I (t) =
I0

1+ δ

 L1+δ
0

(L0 + at)1+δ
+ δ

 , (4)

whereδ = R0c2

a . One can see from Eq. (4) that the dynamics
of the current is completely defined by the dynamics of in-
ductance. From the requirement that the inductance changes
sufficiently quickly, in comparison with the characteristic time
scale of the circuit,τL � τ, we haveδ � 1. Thus, Eq. (4) can
be reduced to

I (t) ≈ U0

R0

(
L0

L0 + at
+ δ

)
. (5)

The above example illustrates the connection between a tem-
poral change of the inductance in the electric circuit and the
dynamics of the current. However, this elementary case can not
be directly applied for the description of the evolution of a lon-
gitudinal electric current in a rising solar magnetic loop.

2.2. Dynamics of current in a rising magnetic loop

The main difference between an equivalent electric circuit
model of a rising coronal magnetic loop and the example con-
sidered in Sect. 2.1, consists not only of a temporal dependence
of the resistance of the circuit of the growing magnetic loop
R =

l loop(t)
Sσ (wherel loop(t) is the length of the loop, changing in

time andS is the cross-section of the current channel), but also
in a nonstationarity (in the general case) of the inductive elec-
tromotive force,− 1

c
dΨext

dt , caused by a change of magnetic flux
Ψext(t) = B⊥Sloop(t) through the circuit.

As a next step, approaching the real situation of a grow-
ing coronal magnetic loop, which is connected inductively to

the complex magnetic environment of an active region, we
consider a loop rising in a constant homogeneous background
magnetic field. The normal with respect to the plane of the loop
component of the magnetic field we denote here asB⊥ = B0.
Let us assume that initially there was no current in the loop, i.e.
I (t = 0) = 0. This means that in Eq. (1) one should takeU0 = 0
during the evolution of the loop. This would be equivalent to
an infinite capacitanceC∞ switched between the footpoints of
the loop, so thatdU0

dt =
I

C∞
≈ 0.

The main purpose of our analysis in this subsection is to
show a simple example of how the inductive electromotive
forceEind, caused by the temporal change of an external mag-
netic fluxΨext = B⊥Sloop, through the circuit of a slowly evolv-
ing magnetic loop can result in the appearance of a significant
longitudinal current in the loop. By this, since

Eind = −1
c

dΨext

dt
,

it is not very important which particular process is responsible
for the temporal change of the fluxΨext. In principle, the mag-
netic loop may not move at all and only a new magnetic flux
providing a non-zeroB⊥(t) emerges below it. Equally, one can
consider a situation when the magnetic loop grows up and the
space below it is filled with a magnetic field newly emerging
from below the photosphere. In all these cases we shall have
similar temporal behaviour of the current in the loop.

Again using the thin torus approximation for the coronal
loop, Eq. (1) can be written in the following form

d
dt

(
IRloop

(
Ln

8Rloop

r0
− 7

4

))
= −a1IRloop− a2Rloop

dRloop

dt
, (6)

where

a1 =
c2

2πσ(T)r2
0

, a2 =
B0c
2π
·

Here Rloop(t) and r0 are the main radius of the loop and the
radius of its cross-section respectively. Note that the term with
the logarithm on the left hand side of Eq. (6) changes slowly
whenRloop(t) varies in time. This term can be taken out as a

constant factor≈
(
Ln

8R0
loop

r0
− 7

4

)
from the time derivative. In this

case we obtain an approximate equation

d
dt

(
IRloop

)
= −b1IRloop − b2Rloop

dRloop

dt
, (7)

where

b1 =
c2

2π9× 106T3/2r2
0

Ln
8R0

loop

r0
− 7

4


−1

,

b2 =
B0c
2π

Ln
8R0

loop

r0
− 7

4


−1

·

Assuming the linear law for the temporal change of the radius
of the loopRloop(t) = R0

loop + at, Eq. (7) can be solved ana-
lytically. For the initial conditionI (t = 0) = 0 the solution
of Eq. (7) is

I (t) = − ab2

b2
1

(
R0

loop + at
)e−b1t

×
(
b1R

0
loop

[
eb1t − 1

]
+ a

[
1+ b1teb1t − eb1t

])
. (8)
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Fig. 1. Build-up of the current in the initially current-free magnetic
loop, rising in a fixed background magnetic field.

Sinceb1t = t/τ0, whereτ0 =
L0

c2R0
is the characteristic time

scale of the circuit in the initial moment (t = 0), thenb1t � 1
for all reasonable timest. Making a series expansion of Eq. (8)
in orders of b1t we finally obtain an approximate formula
which describes the increase of the current in the rising initially
current-free coronal magnetic loop

I (t) ≈ −
aR0

loopb2t

R0
loop + at

· (9)

This approximate formula well describes the typical features of
the current evolution in the loop, such as a relatively fast build
up of the current at the beginning of the loop rising and its
following slower change. The sign of the current depends upon
the sign of the projection of the background magnetic field onto
the normal direction to the plane of the loop (B0 in our case). In
Fig. 1 we present the dynamics of the current in a loop withr0 =

5× 107 cm, andR0
loop = 2× 108 cm, containing coronal plasma

with T = 106 K. The loop grows with the speeda = 104 cm s−1

in the background magnetic fieldB0 = 100 G, orthogonal to the
plane of the loop and directed oppositely to the normal of the
circuit. The dashed line in Fig. 1 corresponds to the numerical
solution of the general Eq. (6), whereas the solid line is the
approximate solution (9). Both solutions are very close to each
other up tot ∼ 20 000 s, and only after that become sightly
different. The approximate solution (9) tends asymptotically to
a constant value ofIc = b2R0

loop = 5.8 × 1010 A, whereas the
numerical solution shows a slow increase ofI .

The numerical solutions of Eq. (6) for the same parameters
of the loop as above, but for different values of the rising speed
a = 2.5×105; 105; 104 cm s−1 are presented in Fig. 2. The typi-
cal values obtained for the current in the loops are 1010−1011 A.
The loops with higher rise speeds quickly get high longitudinal
currents, whereas it takes a longer time for slow loops to reach
the same values of the current (see Figs. 1 and 2).

3. Interaction of two current-carrying magnetic
loops

The energetic processes in groups of inductively connected
current-carrying loops were considered and modelled by

Fig. 2. Dependence of the current generated in the growing magnetic
loop on the rising speed of the loop.

Khodachenko & Zaitsev (1998). Here we consider the sim-
pler case of the interaction of only two loops. The similarity
of the situation in this elementary case with the one consid-
ered in the so-called quadrupolar magnetic reconnection model
of a solar flare suggested by Melrose (1997), gives rise to a
special interest in its analysis. The quadrupolar magnetic re-
connection model was successfully applied for observational
data by Hardy et al. (1998) and Aschwanden et al. (1999a).
According to this model, the relative motion of two neigh-
boring loops leads to their intersection and exchange of cur-
rents and flux through the process of magnetic reconnection.
The main assumption of the quadrupolar magnetic reconnec-
tion model of a flare is that the strengths of currents flowing
through the footpoints of the loops can not change significantly
over the time scale of a flare. This follows from the fact that
the duration of a flare is much shorter than the time required
to affect the source of the current, supposed to be located deep
under the photosphere (the Alfv´en propagation time, Melrose
1992, 1995, 1997). This constraint implies that the energy re-
lease in the flare is due to a redistribution of the current and flux
above the photosphere, while the net current flowing into and
out of the corona at the footpoints remains fixed. The quadrupo-
lar magnetic reconnection model relates the geometry of the
footpoints of the loops and the currents within the loops to the
total energy released by the flare. By this, the dominant con-
tribution to the energy release is due to the change of mag-
netic energy associated with the redistribution of the currents
between the foot points of the inductively coupled loops. In
particular, the magnetic energy stored in the system before and
after the reconnection of the loops is calculated, and the energy
difference is considered as a possible flaring energy release.

Regarding this model of a flare we note that the relative
motion of the inductively coupled current-carrying loops influ-
ences the dynamics of the currents in these loops from the very
beginning of their motion. The relative motion of the loops cre-
ates significant inductive electromotive forces in their electric
circuits. These inductive electromotive forces themselves could
appear as a powerful source for changing the currents without
influencing deep subphotospheric sources. Change of the cur-
rents in the loops disturbs their initial thermal equilibrium, and
results in a change of the plasma temperature, which in its turn
influences the resistivity of the circuit and the radiative energy
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losses. Thus, relative motion of inductively connected current-
carrying magnetic loops causes complex dynamics of not only
currents, but also plasma parameters in the loops.

The inductive interaction between current-carrying loops
implies that changes of longitudinal current and reorganization
of the magnetic field are inter-related processes which involve
the plasma inside and outside of the magnetic tube. The vari-
ation of the magnetic field outside of the magnetic tube, con-
nected with the change of the state of the tube itself, happens
after a characteristic timeτA = r/VA, wherer is the distance
from the given point to the evolving magnetic tube andVA is the
Alfv én speed (Zaitsev et al. 1978; Melrose 1992). Moreover,
the characteristic time for the internal dynamics of the plasma
(relaxation to an equilibrium steady state) in the magnetic tube
is of the order of several timesτA0 = r0/VA, wherer0 is the
transverse scale of the tube. Taking these circumstances into
account we consider sufficiently slow loop motion so that at
each given moment of time we can assume a quasi-steady state
for the plasma and fields inside and around the loops. Thus, be-
low, in our models we neglect the internal dynamics of plasma
in magnetic tubes, which was studied by Khodachenko (1996),
and consider the densityn to be a constant.

In the model of the interaction of two inductively cou-
pled, moving, current-carrying loops, which we consider in
this section, each of the loops is described by two equations
(Khodachenko & Zaitsev 1998), the equation for the electric
circuit of the loop

IiRi = U0i − 1
c2

(
Li İi + Ii L̇i + Mi j İ j + I j Ṁi j

)
(10)

and the energy equation

Ṫi =
1− γ
2nikB

n2
i Q(Ti) −

j2i
σ(Ti)

− Hi

 (11)

where indexesi, j indicate the loop number (1 or 2). The dot
in Eqs. (10) and (11) denotes the time derivative. In the energy
Eq. (11)Ti andni are the plasma temperature and density in the
loop, ji is the density of the current,γ = 5/3 is the adiabatic
constant,Q(Ti), the radiative loss function for optically thin
emission (Cox & Tucker 1969; Rosner et al. 1978; Peres et al.
1982), andHi is a stationary background heating introduced to
provide thermal equilibrium in the initial steady state.

Applying again the thin torus approximation for the loops
we have their inductances determined by Eq. (2), whereas for
mutual inductance coefficients we use the approximate expres-
sion derived by Melrose (1997) and modified by Aschwanden
et al. (1999a)

Mi j = 8
(
LiL j

)1/2
 Rloop iRloop j

(Rloop i + Rloop j)2 + d2
i j

 cosϕi j , (12)

whereLi , Lj are the inductances of the loops (2),Rloop i, Rloop j,
their major radii,di j , the distance between the centers of the
loops’ tori, andϕi j , the angle between the normal vectors to
the loops’ planes. Here we neglect the curvature of the solar
surface and suppose a vertical orientation of the loops, i.e., the
angle between the plane of each loop and the normal vector
to the surface of the Sun is zero. The uniform current profile

assumed in the loops (i.e.ji =
Ii

πr2
0i

, wherer0i is the radius of

cross-section of a loop) appears to be a good approximation
for a coronal magnetic tube with the force-free fieldBz(r) =
2B0i

1
(r/r0i)2+1, Bϕ(r) = 2B0i

r/r0i

(r/r0i)2+1 at large distances,r � r0i .
This fact is essential for the correct estimation of the mutual
inductances of real loops in active regions (Khodachenko &
Zaitsev 1998).

To include the effects of inductive build up of the current in
a rising magnetic loop into the model, we consider a situation
where the initially current-free magnetic loop (No. 2) grows
in the vicinity of a current-carrying loop (No. 1). For a more
general view we assume that both loops rise, but the initially
smaller current-free loop grows faster than the bigger one. We
consider a linear increase in time of the major radii of the loops:
Rloop i = R0

loop i + vi t, i = 1, 2. The assumption of the initial
steady state and thermal equilibrium of the loops yields

U01 = R1(t = 0)I01, U02 = R2(t = 0)I02 = 0,

H1 = n2
1Q(T1(t = 0))− I2

01(
πr2

01

)2
σ(T1(t = 0))

,

H2 = n2
2Q(T2(t = 0))− I2

02(
πr2

02

)2
σ (T2(t = 0))

= n2
2Q(T2(t = 0)),

where I01 and I02 = 0 are the initial values of current in
the loops. The initial resistancesRi(t = 0) of the loops are
calculated from their initial geometry. In Figs. 3 and 4 the
dynamics of the current and plasma temperature in the first
(Figs. 3a and 4a) and second (Figs. 3b and 4b) loop are shown.
These graphs represent the numerical solution of the set of
Eqs. (10) and (11) written for each loop. By this, Fig. 3 presents
the dependence of the currents and plasma temperature evo-
lution on the value of the angleϕ12 between the loops with
R0

loop 1 = 2× 109 cm,R0
loop 2 = 108 cm, r01 = r02 = 5× 107 cm,

v1 = 5× 105 cm s−1, v2 = 10× 105 cm s−1, I01 = 3 × 1011 A,
I02 = 0 A, n1 = n2 = 109 cm−3, T1(t = 0) = T2(t = 0) = 106 K
andd12 = 2×108 cm. In Fig. 4 the dependence of the dynamics
of currents and plasma temperature on the distanced12 between
the loops is shown for the case ofϕ12 = 0. The parameters of
the loops here are the same as above, but a smaller initial cur-
rent in the main loop,I01 = 1011 A, is assumed.

According to the solution obtained, a current is excited in
the initially current-free loop. This current is directed opposite
to the initial current in the neighboring loop. The situation mod-
elled here corresponds to a relatively fast rise of a new magnetic
flux near a preexisting larger, current-carrying magnetic struc-
ture. From Fig. 3 one can see that the parallel loops (ϕ12 = 0)
interact most effectively. This is a reasonable result since in-
ductive interaction only takes place between currents which are
not orthogonal to each other. The interaction is enhanced by de-
creasing the distance between the interacting currents. This is
well demonstrated in Fig. 4. In principle, the dynamics of cur-
rents and plasma temperature similar to the one shown in Fig. 4
can be also obtained in the case of a non-zeroϕ12, but this will
require higher initial currents in the loops, or/and higher rising
speeds, or/and shorter distancesd12.

According to the above numerical solutions (see Figs. 3 and
4), the behaviour of currents in both interacting loops has an
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Fig. 3. Dynamics of currents and plasma temperature in two inductively connected growing vertical loops for different anglesϕ12.

impulsive character with a maximum value reached at the mo-
ment when the size of the faster growing loop becomes about
the size of the initially bigger and slower loop. By this, peak
values of the current can exceed 1014 A. The maximum current
correlates in time with the fast plasma temperature increase in
the loops up to values of (2−5)× 107 K. This looks like a ther-
mal flare taking place in the loops. Here however it is not neces-
sary that the loops reconnect with each other. At the same time,
if the loops are sufficiently close to each other,d12 ≤ r01 + r02

(in our calculations the case withd12 = 500 km), they will re-
connect when their heights become equal. In this case the sce-
nario of a flare suggested by Melrose (1997) can be realized.
But when reconnecting, the loops will have already very high
currents, and the temperature of the loops will be much higher
than the typical coronal value. This fact should be taken into
account when applying the quadrupolar reconnection model of
a flare.

One more interesting feature of the strong inductive inter-
action of relatively moving current-carrying loops consists of
the high value of the vortical inductive electric field generated
within the loops. This field in theith loop can be roughly esti-

mated asE =
I2
i

(πr2
0i )

2σ(Ti )
. In principle, this situation is possible

when the value of the inductive electric field exceeds the crit-
ical value of the electric fieldEc ≈ 0.24πne3

kBT Le for which elec-
trons are in a run-away regime. HereLe is Coulomb logarithm.
In Fig. 5 the dynamics of the electric fieldsE andEc are pre-
sented for the case of the growing parallel (ϕ12 = 0) loops con-
sidered above. Since the conditions (currents and plasma tem-
perature) in both interacting loops become similar very quickly

(see Fig. 4), we plot the electric fields only for the slow loop.
It follows from Fig. 5 that the acceleration of the run-away
electrons becomes possible in all cases after timet ∼ 2000 s.
The values of the inductive electric fieldE are sufficient to
accelerate the electrons on the loop’s length,l loop, up to the
energiesWe[eV] = E[V /m] · l loop[m] = 100−1000 keV. Of
course, this is a very rough estimation, but it shows that the
generation of intensive beams of fast particles is quite possible
during the inductive interaction of sufficiently close, current-
carrying, coronal magnetic loops which move relative to each
other. Moreover, according to this model, preliminary beams of
fast electrons can be generated in the system of two interacting
loops some time before the loops intersect and the reconnection
process starts. Note however that this effect requires sufficiently
high values of currents in the loops∼1010−1011 A, which are
likely to occur in rapidly evolving solar active regions, but seem
to be less typical for magnetic loops of the quiet Sun.

Analogous acceleration of run-away electrons can also take
place in the case when a separatrix current changes its path dur-
ing a preflare evolution of a 3D magnetic helmet structure. As
was demonstrated above, the change of a magnetic flux through
the current circuit sometimes generates large inductive electric
fields which can accelerate particles and produce flaring beams.

4. Dynamic interaction of inductively connected
current-carrying magnetic loops

4.1. General approach to the problem

In the previous section we considered the effects of the
electric current and the temperature change in a system of
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ba

-

Fig. 4. Dynamics of currents and plasma temperature in two inductively connected growing up vertical and parallel to each other loops in
dependence on the distanced12 between them.

inductively connected moving current-carrying loops. These
effects are caused by the inductive electromotive forces occur-
ring in the electric circuits of the loops and significantly influ-
encing the current flow, which in turn has an effect on the en-
ergy balance. By this, the orientation of the loops with respect
to the solar surface and each other was prescribed and assumed
to be constant.

Now let us consider the effects of the dynamic coupling of
magnetically connected current-carrying loops which probably
influence the mutual orientation of the loops in reality. Besides,
these effects can induce specific dynamics of coronal magnetic
loops, such as oscillations or change of inclination.

As mentioned above, each pair of current-carrying mag-
netic loops is coupled dynamically by a1c [ j × B] force.
Considering the loops as electric circuits with flowing cur-
rents, we can find a generalized ponderomotive force of
their interaction

Fi = −∂U
∂xi
, (13)

where

U = − 1
2c2

∑
i, j

Mi j Ii I j (14)

is a potential force function of the system of currents,Mi j =

Mji , Mii ≡ Li , inductive coefficients, andxi , a generalized coor-
dinate (for example the angle between the loops’ planes). Note

that when the motion of a dynamic system is described by the
generalized coordinates in terms of generalized forcesFi and
momentaPi the equations of motion are still̇Pi = Fi . Only in
Cartesian coordinates the generalized momenta are the compo-
nents of vectorsmui (usual mechanical momenta). In general,
however, thePi does not reduce to products of mass and ve-
locity and therefore the dimension of the generalized forceFi

could be different from the one of the usual mechanical force
(Landau & Lifshitz 1960b, p. 16). The potential force function
U should not be identified with a magnetic potential energy,
WM, of a system of currents, since any motions of a conductor
in a magnetic field are accompanied not only by the work of the
magnetic ponderomotive forces, but also by the work of elec-
tromotive forces induced in a moving conductor. Therefore, the
change in energy of the magnetic field during motion of a con-
ductor cannot be determined from the work of only pondero-
motive forces. From the theory of magnetism of currents it
follows that for quasi-stationary currentsU = −WM.

The whole energy balance in a system of inductively inter-
acting quasi-stationary currents is described by the following
equation

dWM + A = (P− Q)dt, (15)

whereA is the mechanical work produced during the motion
of current-carrying conductors,Q is the energy released due to
the dissipation mechanisms in the system andP is the work
of the external electromotive forces of the current sources.
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Fig. 5. Dynamics of the electric fieldsE and Ec in the case of two
growing up inductively coupled parallel (ϕ12 = 0) current-carrying
magnetic loops.

Equation (15), in particular, states that in the case of moving
conductors the energy of external sources is spent on the me-
chanical work, heating, and change of the magnetic energy of
the current system.

The advantage of the potential force function is that it sim-
plifies significantly the analysis of the ponderomotoric inter-
action of currents. It allows one to avoid the complex integra-
tion of forces, acting on each separate element of a current. In
particular, as follows from Eq. (13), a stable equilibrium of a
system of current circuits corresponds to a minimum of its po-
tential force functionU. Therefore, the traditional formalism of
mechanics, developed for dynamic systems in potential fields
can easy be applied to the analysis of dynamic interaction of
the inductively connected coronal current-carrying loops.

Below we consider a system consisting of one main loop in
the center and two minor lateral loops located at a distanced
on both sides of the main loop (see Fig. 6). The centers of the
loops are located on the same axis, but their planes are inclined
at anglesΘi with the vertical direction. The lateral loops are
assumed to be symmetrically inclined at the same angle, but in
different directions, i.e.Θ1 = −Θ3. We approximate each loop
by a rectangular structure characterized by heighthi , length
bi , and thickness 2r0i . The longitudinal currents in the loops
are again assumed to be homogeneously distributed over

θ

θ

θ

Fig. 6.Schematic picture of the system consisting of one main loop in
the center and two minor lateral loops.

a cross-section of a magnetic tube. The simplified geometry
of the loops allows one to calculate from the general formulae,

Li =
1

I2
i

∫
Vi

∫
Vi

j i j′i dVdV′

| Ri | Mi j =
1

Ii I j

∫
Vi

∫
Vj

j i j jdVidVj

| Ri j | , (16)

the precise expressions for inductance and mutual inductance
coefficients, which are necessary for the dynamic analysis of
the system. The approximate expression (12) is not accurate
enough for this purpose.

To study the dynamic regimes of the system consisting of
three interacting current-carrying loops it is sufficient to con-
sider only a part of the whole potential force functionU, the so
called mutual potential force function

U123 = − 1
c2

(M12I1I2 + M23I2I3 + M13I1I3) . (17)

The functionU123 describes the dynamic interaction of the
loops and depends on their mutual orientation, whereas the rest
of U,

Ũ123 = U − U123 = − 1
2c2

(
L1I2

1 + L2I2
2 + L3I2

3

)
, (18)

appears just as a constant under the derivative (13).
In Fig. 7 the mutual potential force function of the system

of three loops is shown as a function of the anglesΘ2 = Θ

andΘ1 = −Θ3 = α for different relations between the size
parameters of the central,b2 = h2 ≡ sc, and lateral,b1 =

h1 = b3 = h3 ≡ sl , loops. In particular, Figs. 7a–7d corre-
spond tosc

sl
= 50, 10, 5, and 5/3, respectively. Other parame-

ters of the system aresc = 5× 109 cm, d = 5 × 108 cm, r0i =

5× 107 cm, Ti = 106 K, i = 1, 2, 3, I1 = I3 = −0.5× 1010 A,
and I2 = 1010 Å. The negative current in lateral loops (No. 1,
No. 3) means that it is in the opposite direction to the current in
the central loop (No. 2). As one can see, the functionU123(Θ, α)
always has a maximum at a point (Θ = 0; α = αeq), which cor-
responds to an unstable equilibrium. The variation of the value
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Fig. 7. Mutual potential force functionU123 of the system of three loops in dependence on the anglesΘ andα for different relations between
the size parameters of the central and lateral loops.

of αeq with sl is presented in Fig. 8. The fact that this equilib-
rium is unstable means that the external disturbances produced
by dynamic and flaring events in neighboring magnetic struc-
tures and propagating in the solar atmosphere can cause a rel-
atively fast reconfiguration of the system resulting in a change
of the inclination of the loops. By this, the final stationary val-
ues of the inclination angles of the loops will also depend upon
the magnetic elasticity forces in the loops’ footpoints where the
magnetic field lines are fixed. In our analysis this complicated
case is not considered. Instead, in the final steady state picture
we take for the central loopΘ = 0 and assume some reason-
able (in agreement with observations) value ofα for the lateral
loops.

Of course, the dynamic system considered here, consisting
of only three current-carrying loops, appears to be a much sim-
plified model of real magnetic structures on the Sun. Usually
tens of magnetic loops are located close enough to each other
to interact inductively. In the multiple loop system, conditions
and features of the equilibrium configuration will certainly dif-
fer from those in our simple case. On the other hand, the dy-
namic effects which we study using the simple model should
be basically the same.

4.2. Dynamics of the central loop in the system
of three current-carrying loops with growing
lateral loops

It follows from Fig. 7 that in the case of sufficiently large
lateral loops and for a reasonably large fixed value of their
inclination α, the angleΘ = 0 corresponds to a stable
equilibrium. To consider the formation and evolution of this
equilibrium in the system of three inductively interacting mag-
netic loops (Fig. 6), we suppose that the initially current-free
lateral magnetic loops rise near the central current-carrying
loop. We assume a linear law for the increase of the lateral

Fig. 8. Dependence of the value ofαeq on sl , characterizing the scale
of the lateral loops.

loops,hi(t) = h0i + ait, bi(t) = b0i + ait, wherei = 1, 3 is the
loop number. The evolution of currents in the loops is described
by the set of three equations

IiRi = U0i − 1
c2

3∑
j=1

(
Mi j İk + IkṀi j

)
, (19)

wherei takes the values from 1 to 3 andMii ≡ Li . From the
initial state with zero currents in the lateral loops and a given
current in the central loop we obtainU0i = Ri(t = 0)I0i = 0, i =
1, 3 andU02 = R2(t = 0)I02. The Eqs. (19) are solved numeri-
cally for the following parameters of the model:Θ1 = −Θ3 =

π/4,Θ2 = 0, h01 = h03 = 5× 108 cm,b01 = b03 = 5× 108 cm,
h02 = b02 = 3×109 cm,d = 5×108 cm,r0i = 5×107 cm, Ti =

106 K, i = 1, 2, 3,a1 = a3 = 1.5×105 cm s−1, andI02 = 104 Å.
Large longitudinal currents are typical for magnetic loops in the
flaring solar active regions, whereas in this section we model a
group of loops in the quiet Sun. So, a relatively small value for
the initial current in the central loop is assumed. At the same
time, as follows from the linearity of the set of Eqs. (19) with
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respect to the current, the solutions of Eqs. (19) will have a
similar structure for any initial currentI02 and corresponding
external electromotive forceU02. The difference will only be
in the absolute numerical values obtained in each case, which
are proportional toI02. According to the numerical solution of
the set of Eqs. (19), the dynamics of currents in the loops look
similar to those obtained in Sect. 3 for the case of two interact-
ing current-carrying loops. All the currents again reach maxi-
mum values when the size of the rising lateral loops becomes
about the size of the central loop. In Fig. 9 the temporal evo-
lution of the mutual potential force functionU123, depending
also on the angle of inclination of the central loopΘ2 = Θ, is
shown. It again confirms the conclusion following from Fig. 7,
that for given fixed inclinations of the lateral loops the vertical
central loop is in a stable equilibrium. Judging by the shape of
the functionU123(Θ, t), two types of motion of the central loop
are possible, depending on the amount of the energy supplied
to the system from outside. These could be oscillations of the
loop near the equilibrium vertical position, or fast increases of
its inclination. The latter happens in the case when an external
disturbance makes the system overcome the local maximum
of U123(Θ, t), corresponding toΘmax ≈ ±0.9 rad. Sufficiently
strong neighboring flaring events and shocks propagating in the
coronal plasma can appear as a possible source, providing the
system’s external energy input.

4.3. Oscillations of a current-carrying loop

Here we concentrate on the oscillatory regime of the central
loop in the system of three inductively interacting loops con-
sidered in the previous subsection. Excitation of oscillations of
the central loop requires less disturbing energy input than the
process of fast increase of inclination of the loop. Therefore,
oscillations are more easily caused. Moreover, recent TRACE
observations at extreme-ultraviolet wavelengths (171 Å) de-
tected oscillations of the loops which usually happened si-
multaneously with a neighboring flaring event (Aschwanden
et al. 1999b; De Moortel et al. 2000). Oscillations of the loops
are traditionally explained as standing, or propagating MHD
waves. Among the most probable candidates are a standing
fast kink mode (Aschwanden et al. 1999b), or a slow magneto-
acoustic wave (De Moortel et al. 2000). Oscillations of the
loops which are possible in our model are not MHD in nature.
They are caused by the ponderomotoric interaction of currents
in groups of inductively coupled current-carrying loops. Here
we show that under the favourable parameters of the model
(value of the currents; geometric scales of the loops; energy
input into the system), all basic observed characteristics of os-
cillations of the coronal loops can be reproduced well. Thus,
the ponderomotoric interaction of current-carrying loops can
be considered as one more possible way to explain the observed
phenomenon of oscillations of solar magnetic loops.

To estimate the main characteristics of the oscillatory
regime of the central loop in our model, we assume that the
oscillation periodsPosc are not very long and/or amplitudes are
small enough. Thus, we can neglect the influence of a changing
orientation of the oscillating central loop on the global currents

Fig. 9.Temporal evolution of the mutual potential force functionU123,
depending as well on the angle of inclination of the central loop
Θ2 = Θ.

dynamics in the system and use the quasistationary current ap-
proximation in our analysis. I.e. we consider the case when
Posc < τcurr, whereτcurr is the characteristic time of the cur-
rent variation in the system. On the other hand, in order apply
the electric circuit model for the current-carrying loops,Posc

should be larger than the Alfv´en propagation timeτA ∼ 1−10 s.
The period of oscillations of the system with a dipped po-

tential profileU123(Θ, t∗), can be calculated by the formula

Posc=
√

2J0

∫ θ2

θ1

dΘ
(Eext− U123(Θ, t∗))1/2

, (20)

whereJ0 is the inertia momentum of the loop with fixed foot-
points andEext an external energy input, provided to the sys-
tem by a disturbance (shock) propagating in the corona. To be
specific we take here a particular form of the mutual potential
force functionU123(Θ, t∗) (see Eq. (17) and Fig. 9) realized at
the momentt = t∗ ≈ 16 000 s, when the size of the growing
lateral loops becomes equal to the size of the central loop. The
reflecting pointsθ1 and θ2 correspond toEext = U123(Θ, t∗).
The amplitude∆ and velocityv of the top point of the oscillat-
ing loop are determined by

∆ = h2 sinθ2, v = 2h2
θ2 − θ1

Posc
· (21)
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Table 1.Amplitude (δΘ and∆), velocity (v), and period of oscillations (Posc) of the coronal loop, calculated for different values of the disturbing
energy (Eext).

Eext[erg] 1.29× 1015 1.38× 1015 1.46× 1015 1.55× 1015 1.63× 1015 1.72× 1015 1.80× 1015

δΘ 1.03◦ 2.72◦ 4.40◦ 6.09◦ 7.78◦ 9.46◦ 11.1◦

∆[km] 541 1420 2300 3180 4050 4930 5800
Posc[s] 119 194 247 292 331 366 398
v[km s−1] 18.1 29.3 37.2 43.6 49.2 54.1 58.6

Table 1 presents the main characteristics of the oscillatory
regime of the loop, calculated by Eqs. (20) and (21) for differ-
ent values of a disturbing energy input. The results obtained are
rather close to the observed parameters of the coronal magnetic
loops oscillations (Aschwanden et al. 1999b). As for the MHD
waves propagating along the loop, this also can take place in
our case, but as a kind of a secondary effect, arising during the
loop motion under the action of the ponderomotive forces. It
is natural to expect that the whole large loop will move not as
a rigid object, but having local transverse deformations, which
can appear as the origin of MHD waves travelling along the
loop. Looking at the numerical value of the obtained possible
periods of the loop oscillations, we note that these numbers
are rather flexible and according to Eqs. (17) and (20) depend
on the values of currents in the loops, defined by the initial
currentI02. Because of the linearity of the Eqs. (19), for each
new value ofI02, the period of the oscillations changes as∝I−1

02 ,
whereas the corresponding disturbing energy input should be
taken∝I2

02. This means, in particular, that the loops with lower
currents can more easily be disturbed, since they require a
lower energy of the disturbing signal. By this, the velocity of
the top of the loop changes as∝I02.

The observed decay of oscillations of solar magnetic loops
which is usually explained by damping of a corresponding
MHD mode (Nakariakov et al. 1999), or by phase effects in
groups of oscillating loops (Schrijver & Brown 2000), can also
be interpreted within the framework of the model taking into
account the ponderomotoric interaction of the loops. For ex-
ample, oscillations of the central loop in our case will gradually
vanish if this loop is disturbed at the moment when the whole
system just evolves to the state with a maximum potential dip,
realized att ≈ 16 000 s. Because of the temporal increase of
the valueU123(Θ = 0, t) in the potential dip fort ≤ 16 000 s
(see Fig. 9), the given initial disturbing energy after some time
can become insufficient to support the oscillations and they will
vanish.

5. Summary

In conclusion we summarize the basic idea of this paper and
the main results.

– In spite of the observational data of the vector magnetic
field indicating the presence of unneutralized currents in
coronal magnetic loops, there appears to be no theory ex-
plaining how such currents can be generated after the loops
emergence from below the photosphere. Here we con-
sider one of the possible mechanisms which could influ-
ence, and even cause, the currents flowing in the coronal

magnetic loops. This mechanism is based upon the effects
of the inductive electromagnetic interaction between rela-
tively moving (rising and growing) neighboring magnetic
loops and employs the circuit model of a current-carrying
magnetic loop. The relative motion of inductively coupled
current-carrying magnetic loops causes the appearance of
strong inductive electromotive forces in their electric cir-
cuits. These electromotive forces influence significantly the
currents in the loops.

– The parameters of the solar coronal plasma and the typ-
ical geometric characteristics of magnetic loops cause a
very large characteristic time scaleτ = L

Rc2 for the cur-
rent change in an electric circuit of a loop. However, we
have shown here that in the case of a rising and growing
magnetic loop the dynamics of the current in the circuit is
completely defined by the dynamics of the inductance of
the loop (i.e., the change in size and shape of the loop).

– To make the multiple-loop equivalent circuit approach
more realistic, we take into account, in some of our mod-
els, that temporal changes of the lengths of inductively cou-
pled current-carrying loops cause changes of currents in
the loops and disturb their initial thermal equilibrium. The
change of the plasma temperature in current channels of
the loops influences in its turn the plasma conductivity and
therefore, the resistances in the equivalent electric circuits.

– In the example with two inductively connected loops, mov-
ing relative to each other, the dynamics of currents in both
loops have an impulsive character with a maximum value
∼1014 Å reached at the moment when the loops become
equal in size. The maximum current correlates in time with
a fast plasma temperature increase in the loops up to values
(2−5)× 107 K, which looks like a thermal flare. For such a
flare it is not necessary that reconnection of the loops takes
place.

– Due to the inductive interaction of rising current-carrying
loops with sufficiently high currents∼1010−1011 Å (loops
in an active region), acceleration of a large number of run-
away electrons by the inductive electric field, up to energies
of ∼100−1000 keV is possible. Analogous acceleration of
run-away electrons can also take place in the case when
a separatrix current changes its shape during the preflare
evolution of a 3D magnetic helmet structure.

– Ponderomotoric interaction of current-carrying magnetic
loops causes dynamic coupling of the loops. It provides the
possibility of oscillations of the loops, or the conditions for
a fast change of their inclination (with possible reconnec-
tion following). Realization of each regime depends upon
the amount of the external energy disturbing the system.
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A possible source of this external energy input can be flar-
ing and explosive events, which generate shocks propagat-
ing in the coronal plasma.

– Oscillations of magnetic loops considered in our model
have no relation to MHD waves, traditionally applied as
the explanation of this type of phenomena. They are caused
by the ponderomotoric interaction of currents in groups of
inductively coupled current-carrying loops. By this, for cer-
tain parameters of the model (values of currents; geomet-
ric scales of the loops; disturbing energy input), all the ba-
sic observed characteristics of the loops oscillations can be
well reproduced.

It should be clear however, that the models considered above
are still very idealized approximations of real magnetic loops
and their dynamics on the Sun. First of all, the number of in-
teracting loops in a real situation is certainly much higher than
it was in our models. At the same time, there always exists
the possibility to associate bunches of real magnetic loops, lo-
cated sufficiently close to each other and moving together, with
one equivalent modelling loop, and therefore to split the com-
plex magnetic structure into a smaller amount of interacting
components. On the other hand, consideration of inductive in-
teraction of multiple current-carrying loops in solar active re-
gions opens a wide perspective for both theoretical physics and
numerical techniques. Some steps in that direction were made
by Khodachenko & Zaitsev (1998), where the energetic pro-
cesses in a random ensemble of inductively interacting current-
carrying loops were considered.
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